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		Shift in Molecular Modelling: Role of Cell Broadband Engine Technology
	

	
		
Traditionally, organizations have banked on the consistent improvement of microprocessor clock speeds to achieve performance boosts. However, limitations posed by the physics of semiconductors and standard processor structures have curtailed these gains. Issues like power consumption, heat generation, and memory latencies mean that there are diminishing rewards for increased effort.




In response, IBM, in partnership with Sony Computer Entertainment and Toshiba Corporation, embarked on a journey to conceive a groundbreaking processor. This venture aimed to break the mould of typical microprocessors and address the ever-growing need for superior computational capabilities, all while tackling the challenges of rising power demands and spatial requirements. Their joint venture culminated in the Cell Broadband Engine (Cell/B.E.) technology, an avant-garde solution based on IBM Power Architecture®. Designed to handle compute-heavy, data-rich, and memory-intensive tasks, this tech is now accessible through specific IBM BladeCenter® products and select IBM Business Partners.




In this exploration, we delve into the tangible benefits of the Cell Broadband Engine technology, especially in enhancing molecular modelling applications’ efficiency.





Redefining Electronic Expectations: More than Just Size




Our obsession with size – be it storage space, RAM, or GHz – has pushed the boundaries of our electronic gadgets. While the general public might not necessarily be fixated on their gadgets’ extreme computational prowess, industries reliant on high-performance computing (like computational chemistry) place paramount importance on performance and scalability.




IBM, a pioneer in this arena, offers state-of-the-art High-Performance Computing (HPC) solutions tailored to meet these demands. With the growing need for vast processing capacities in areas like computational chemistry, which assists in drug development and data interpretation, technologies like flexible ligand docking have come to the forefront. Tools such as eHiTS® are pivotal, providing digital pathways for discovering and crafting potential treatments. However, executing such computations efficiently remains a challenge. That’s where the Cell/B.E. technology, originally championed for advanced gaming applications, plays a transformative role.







The Urgency of Enhanced Performance




Moore’s Law, as postulated by Intel’s co-founder Gordon E. Moore in 1965, emphasized that the number of transistors on an integrated circuit would double roughly every two years. For over fifty years, this prediction held, leading to CPU performance skyrocketing. However, post-2000, this pace slackened, primarily due to:




	Frequency Wall: Traditional speed-up methodologies began to falter.
	Memory Wall: Processor frequencies outpaced DRAM speeds, resulting in heightened memory latency.
	Power Wall: Increasing power consumption and heat generation became untenable.





These challenges have prompted the exploration of alternative computational hardware, such as 3D video card GPUs and other hardware accelerators, which continue to display exponential performance increments.





The Cell/B.E. Technology: Breakthrough Performance




Distinctly different from its contemporaries, the Cell/B.E. processor is an asymmetric multi-core marvel optimized for parallel processing. Its unique design consists of a Power Processor Element (PPE) and eight specialized Synergistic Processor Elements (SPEs). Such an arrangement ensures superior performance, especially for SIMD-optimized applications.




Furthermore, the processor’s memory blueprint departs from the norm. Instead of relying heavily on L2 cache memory, it utilizes dedicated on-chip local memory for each SPE, mitigating data latency issues.




With over 241 million transistors, a capability of more than 230 GFlops in single precision, memory bandwidth surpassing 25 GB/s, and clocking frequencies exceeding 4GHz, the Cell/B.E. technology is poised to revolutionize computational tasks, offering up to a tenfold improvement in performance alongside enhanced energy efficiency.







What is High-Performance Computing?




High-Performance Computing (HPC) is predominantly linked to scientific research and engineering tasks like computational fluid dynamics and simulation. However, its applications have expanded to Digital Content Creation & Distribution, Seismic Analysis, Financial Analysis, Medical Imaging, and Electronic Data Analysis. The introduction of the Cell Broadband Engine promises a performance boost, marking it an eco-friendly option for the emerging trend of green computing.
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Highlights of IBM PowerXCell 8i




The multi-core processor architecture of IBM’s PowerXCell 8i revolutionizes performance by expediting vital algorithms. This aids in producing visually rich, immersive, real-time applications.




Transforming Financial Analytics




The financial sector demands enhanced computing power due to innovative trading ideas, burgeoning data, and the urgency for rapid complex financial computations. Platform Computing’s Symphony™, designed for BladeCenter, harnesses the potential of the Cell/B.E. multi-core architecture, ensuring nearly 100% core utilization, resulting in efficient energy consumption and greater resource optimization.




Revolution in Medical Imaging




Contemporary medical imaging, combining traditional techniques like MRI, CT, and PET with newer digital modalities, provides comprehensive diagnostic data. The PowerXCell 8i processor facilitates faster analysis, visualization, and interpretation, translating to better diagnosis and treatment. Recent advancements, like the ones initiated by GE Global Research and Mayo Clinic, have showcased significant performance improvements.






Innovations in Bioinformatics & Molecular Modelling




From protein sequence analysis using Profile Hidden Markov Models to the eHiTS ligand docking software, HPC is changing the game. The performance metrics, like the one demonstrated by the Lennard-Jones 6-12 Potential calculation, are a testament to the leaps HPC has made in these fields.







Understanding the Cell/B.E. Architecture




Optimizing performance for the Cell/B.E. processor goes beyond mere code recompilation. Several unique coding characteristics distinguish it from traditional CPUs. For instance, the SIMD vector operations of SPEs demand specific data organization.










IBM’s SDK for Multi-core Acceleration




IBM’s Software Development Kit is tailored for the Cell Broadband Engine architecture, providing tools and resources to harness its full power. This package ensures developers have the tools needed, from compilers to sample code.







The Cost-Efficiency of Cell/B.E. Technology




Compared to traditional high-performance computing solutions, Cell/B.E. technology promises reduced costs in terms of initial hardware, electricity, cooling, and space. Its efficiency is comparable, if not superior, to other hardware accelerators like GPUs or FPGAs.








The Green Computing Movement




Energy efficiency in computing is paramount today. Green500.org ranks supercomputers based on their energy efficiency. Notably, IBM dominated the 2008 rankings, underlining its commitment to eco-friendly solutions.




IBM’s Journey with Cell/B.E. Technology




From opening the SDI design center in 2003 to releasing advanced models like the BladeCenter QS21 in 2007, IBM has consistently innovated with the Cell/B.E. technology. The QS22, in particular, offers unparalleled computing power, emphasizing 3D rendering, compression, and encryption.
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